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Abstract

In 2004, Yang et al. proposed an efficient (t, n) threshold
proxy signature scheme with known signers. However,
Maimani et al. showed that a malicious original signer
can forge a valid proxy signature for any message in Yang
et al.’s scheme and further proposed an improvement to
remedy such an attack. In this paper, we will show that
in Maimani et al.s improvement, a malicious original or
proxy signer can forge a valid threshold proxy signature
for any message by different ways. Furthermore, we pro-
pose a new threshold proxy signature scheme that reme-
dies the weakness of Maimani et al.’s scheme.

Keywords: Non-repudiation, threshold proxy signature,
unforgeability

1 Introduction

The concept of proxy signature was first proposed by
Mambo et al. [4] in 1996. A proxy signature scheme
allows a signer to delegate the signing capability to a des-
ignated person (call a proxy signer), the proxy signer can
generate proxy signature of a message on behalf of the
original signer [5, 8, 9]. A (t, n) threshold proxy signature
scheme, which is a variant of the proxy signature scheme,
the proxy signature key is shared among a group of n
proxy signers delegated by the original signer. Any t or
more proxy signers can cooperatively sign messages on be-
half of the original signer, but t−1 or fewer proxy signers
cannot. In order to create a secure (t, n) threshold proxy
signature scheme, the following security requirements for
proxy signature should be satisfied [10]:

Secrecy. The original signer’s private key cannot be de-
rived from any information, such as the parameters
sent to the proxy signers. Even if the adversary cor-
rupts all proxy signers, he cannot get the original
signer private key.

Proxy protection. The partial proxy signature cannot

be generated by others except the delegated proxy
signer. Even if the adversary corrupts the original
signer and t or more proxy signers, he cannot gener-
ate a valid partial proxy signature of a proxy signer
he does not corrupt.

Unforgeability. The valid proxy signature can only be
cooperatively generated by t or more delegated proxy
signer. Even if the adversary corrupts the original
signer and t− 1 proxy signers, he cannot generate a
valid proxy signature.

Non-repudiation. The proxy group cannot repudiate
the proxy signatures they created, and the original
signer cannot deny having delegated the power of
signing messages to the proxy group.

Time constraint. The proxy signing keys can be only
used in the authorized time.

Known signers. From a proxy signature, the identities
of the actual signers can be determined.

In 2001, Hsu et al. [1] pointed out that Sun et al.’s thresh-
old proxy signature scheme [7] was also vulnerable to col-
lusion attack, especially, the proxy signers could change
the parameter t in the process of cooperatively generat-
ing the proxy signature. To remedy the weaknesses, they
gave a new improvement. In 2004, Yang et al. [10] pro-
posed a new threshold proxy signature scheme, which was
more efficient than Hsu et al.’s scheme [1]. Subsequently,
during 2007–09, Shao [6], Maimani [3], and Hu [2] sepa-
rately proposed some attacks to show that Yang et al.’s
scheme [10] have serious security flaws. Via Maimani et
al.’s attack [3], a malicious original signer can forge a valid
proxy signature for any message in Yang et al.’s scheme.
Further, Maimani et al. [3] proposed an improvement to
remedied such an attack. In this paper, we will show that
Maimani et al.’s scheme is also vulnerable to Hu attacks
[2], that is a malicious original or proxy signer can forge
a valid threshold proxy signature for any message. More-
over, we will show that [3] is also vulnerable to warrant
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attack. That is, a malicious proxy signer can also change
the content of warrant such as the identities of the origi-
nal and proxy signers of the proxy group, the parameters
t, n, the valid delegation time, etc. and sign the arbitrary
message m by himself without the assistance of other
proxy signers. Therefore, [3] cannot satisfy the proper-
ties of non-repudiation and unforgeability. Furthermore,
we propose a new threshold proxy signature scheme that
remedies the weakness of Maimani et al.’s scheme.

2 Brief Review of Maimani et al.’s
Scheme

In this section, we briefly review Maimani et al.’s
scheme [3]. The scheme consists of four phases: the
initialization, the proxy share generation, the proxy sig-
nature generation, and the proxy signature verification
phases.

2.1 Initialization Phase

Let p be a large prime, q a prime divisor of p− 1, g a gen-
erator in Z∗

p with order q, and h(.) a secure one-way hash
function. The parameters (p, q, g) are public. Suppose
that P0 is the original signer, and G = {P1, P2, . . . , Pn}
is the proxy group of n proxy signers. The original
signer P0 determines its private key and public key as
x0 ∈ Z∗

q , y0 = gx0 mod p respectively. By the same way,
each proxy signer Pi ∈ G owns its private key xi ∈ Z∗

q

and public key yi = gxi mod p, which are certified by the
certificate authority (CA). Let mW be a warrant which
records the identities of the original and proxy signers of
the proxy group, the parameters t, n, the valid delegation
time, etc. Also ∥ denotes the concatenation of strings.

2.2 Proxy Share Generation Phase

The original signer P0 randomly chooses an integer k ∈ Z∗
q

and computes K = gk mod p. Then P0 computes σ =
x0h(mW ∥K) + k mod q as the key of the proxy group
and then broadcasts (σ,mW ,K) to the proxy signers of
G. After receiving (σ,mW ,K), each proxy signer Pi ∈ G
checks whether the equation

gσ = y0
h(mW ∥K)K mod p

holds or not. If it holds, each Pi regards σ as its proxy
key.

2.3 Proxy Signature Generation Phase

For convenience, let D = {P1, P2, . . . , Pt} be t actual
proxy signers, ASID the identities of t proxy signers, C
the receiver, and m the message to be signed. D, as a
proxy group, performs the following steps:

1) Each Pi ∈ D chooses random ki ∈ Z∗
q and then com-

putes and broadcasts ri = gki mod p;

2) After receiving rj(j = 1, 2, . . . , t, j ̸= i), each Pi ∈ D

computes R =
∏t

j=1 rj mod p and

Si = kiR+ (t−1σ + xiK)h(R∥m∥ASID) mod q.

Next they send Si to the designated receiver C via a
secret channel.

3) After receiving Si, the receiver C checks whether the
following equation holds:

gSi = ri
R
((

Ky0
h(mW ∥K)

)t−1

yKi

)h(R∥m∥ASID)

mod p.

If it holds, (ri, Si) is a valid partial proxy signa-
ture; then he computes S = Σt

i=1Si. Therefore,
(R,S,K,mW , ASID) is the threshold proxy signa-
ture of the message m.

2.4 Proxy Signature Verification Phase

From mW , the verifier can get the threshold value t, and
from ASID, he can get the number of actual proxy sign-
ers. The verifier checks the validity of proxy signature
(R,S,K,mW , ASID) for the message m by the following
equality:

gS = RR
(
Ky0

h(mW ∥K)
( t∏
i=1

yi
)K)h(R∥m∥ASID)

mod p.

3 Attacks on Maimani et al.’s
Scheme

We now describe some possible attacks on Maimani et al.’s
scheme. In this section, we shall show that their scheme
cannot resist the frame attack, public-key substitute at-
tack, and warrant attack which shows that their scheme
cannot achieve their claimed security requirements and
satisfy the properties of non-repudiation and unforgeabil-
ity.

3.1 Public-key Substitute Attacks

Recently, J. Hu and J. Zhang [2] presented an efficient
public-key substitute attack on Yang et al.’s scheme [10].
A malicious attacker (consisting of the original signer and
any proxy signer) can forge a valid proxy signature of any
message by changing its public key.

In the similar manners, we will show that Maimani et
al.’s scheme is also vulnerable to these attacks.

Suppose that a malicious original signer P0

wants to forge a valid general proxy signature
(R′, S′,K ′,mW , ASID) for his arbitrary chosen message
m′ and claim dishonestly that it is generated by other
t proxy signers D = {P1, P2, . . . , Pt}. Let ASID be the
identities of D.
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For this purpose, P0 can choose random integers α, β ∈
Z∗
q and computes

R′ = gβ mod p,

y′0 =
(
K
( t∏
i=1

yi
)K

gα
)−h(mW ∥K)−1

mod p.

and requests CA to replace his public key with the above
y′0. Next he computes

S′ = βR′ − αh(R′∥m∥ASID) mod q.

(R′, S′,K ′,mW , ASID) is the valid proxy signature of the
message m. This is because

gS
′
= gβR

′−αh(R′∥m∥ASID) mod p

= R′R′(
Ky′0

h(mW ∥K)( t∏
i=1

yi
)K)h(R′∥m∥ASID)

mod p.

In the verification stage, any verifier can verify the
validity of the proxy signature so ASID may incorrectly
record the identities as actual signers of the proxy group.
In fact, P1, P2, . . . , Pt have never signed the message m,
but they cannot deny.

Without loss of generality, suppose that a malicious
proxy signer P1 tries to forge a general proxy signature
scheme of a message m′. For this purpose, P1 chooses
random α, β, γ ∈ Z∗

q , and computes

R′ = gβ mod p, K ′ = gγ mod p,
S′ = βR′ + αh(R′∥m∥ASID) mod q,

y1 =
(
K ′−1

y
−h(mW ∥K′)
0

(∏t
i=2 yi

)−K′

gα
)K′−1

mod p.

Then he wants CA to replace his public key with the
above y1. (R

′, S′,K ′,mW , ASID) is the valid proxy sig-
nature of the message m. This is because

gS
′
= gβR

′+αh(R′∥m∥ASID) mod p =

R′R′(
K ′y0

h(mW ∥K′)
( t∏
i=1

yi
)K′)h(R′∥m∥ASID)

mod p.

3.2 Warrant Attack

Here, we will show that their scheme cannot also resist the
warrant attack. That is, a malicious proxy signer P1 can
also change the content of warrant such as the identities
of the original and proxy signers of the proxy group, the
parameters t, n, the valid delegation time, etc. and sign
the arbitrary messagem by himself without the assistance
of other proxy signers in D.

Assume that P1 wants to forge a threshold proxy sig-
nature of any message m and claims that is generated by
t′ proxy signers D′ = {P1, P2, . . . , Pt′}, while the proxy
group D′ don’t know it. Let ASID′ be the identities of
group D′. Firstly, P1 generates the warrant m′

W as he

wants, chooses random integers α, β, γ ∈ Z∗
q , and com-

putes

R′ = gβ mod p, K ′ = gγ mod p.

Then he computes

y1 =
(
K ′−1

y
−h(m′

W ∥K′)
0

( t′∏
i=2

yi
)−K′

gα
)K′−1

mod p,

and requests CA to replace his public key with the above
y1. Next he computes

S′ = βR′ + αh(R′∥m∥ASID′) mod q.

(R′, S′,K ′,m′
W , ASID′) is the valid proxy signature of

the message m. This is because

gS
′

= gβR
′+αh(R′∥m∥ASID′) mod p

= R′R′(
K′y0

h(m′
W ∥K′)( t′∏

i=1

yi
)K′)h(R′∥m∥ASID′)

mod p.

4 Improvement of Maimani et
al.’s Scheme

In this section, we will modify the Maimani et al.’s scheme
to remedy the weakness as described in Section 3.
In the proxy signature generation phase, we replace the
partial signature Si with

Si = ki + (σyi + xiy0K)h(R∥m∥mW ∥ASID) mod q

and replace the partial signature verification equation
with

gSi = ri

((
Ky

h(mW ∥K)
0

)yi

yi
Ky0

)h(R∥m∥mW ∥ASID)

mod p.

Also, in the proxy signature verification stage,
the verifier checks the validity of proxy signature
(R,S,K,mW , ASID) for the message m by the following
equality:

R
((

Ky0
h(mW ∥K)

)∑t
i=1 yi( t∏

i=1

yi
)Ky0)h(R∥m∥mW ∥ASID)

= gS mod p.

If it does, (R,S,K,mW , ASID) is the valid proxy signa-
ture of message m. This is because

R
((

Ky0
h(mW ∥K)

)∑t
i=1 yi

(∏t
i=1 yi

)Ky0
)h(R∥m∥mW ∥ASID)

= g
∑t

i=1 ki+(σyi+xiy0K)h(R∥m∥mW ∥ASID)

= g
∑t

i=1 Si = gS mod p.
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Table 1: Security comparison of threshold schemes with proposed scheme

Security features Yang [10] Shao [6] Hu [2] Maimani [3] Proposed
Secrecy. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Proxy protection. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Unforgeability. No No Yes No Yes

Non-repudiation. No No Yes No Yes
Time constraint. No Yes Yes No Yes
Known signers. No No Yes No Yes
Secure channel. No No No No No

Scheme can resist No No Yes No Yes
public-key substitute attacks.

Scheme can resist warrant attacks. No Yes Yes No Yes
At least t proxy signers No No Yes No Yes

can generate proxy signature.

5 Discussions

Before examining the security of our improved scheme,
we give the following theorems.

Theorem 1 If

y0 =
(( t∏

i=1

yi
)y′

0K
′

K ′−1+
∑t

i=1 yi

)−
(
h(mW ∥K′)

∑t
i=1 yi

)−1

,

then (R′, S′,K ′,mW , ASID) given by

R′ = gβ mod p,
K ′ = gα mod p, and
S′ = β + αh(R′∥m′∥mW ∥ASID) mod q,

is a valid proxy signature.

Proof. It is a valid proxy signature of the message m′

because

gS
′
= gβgαh(R

′∥m′∥mW ∥ASID) mod p

= R′(K ′K ′
∑t

i=1 yiK ′−
∑t

i=1 yi
)h(R′∥m′∥mW ∥ASID)((∏t

i=1 yi
)−K′y0(∏t

i=1 yi
)K′y0

)h(R′∥m′∥mW ∥ASID)

= R′(K ′y0
h(mW ∥K′)

)∑t
i=1 yih(R

′∥m′∥mW ∥ASID)(∏t
i=1 yi

)K′y0h(R
′∥m′∥mW ∥ASID)

mod p.

�

Theorem 2 If

y1 =
((

Ky0
h(mW ∥K)

)∑t
i=1 yi( t∏

i=2

yi
)y0K

gα
)−(Ky0)

−1

,

then (R′, S′,K,mW , ASID) given by

R′ = gβ mod p,
S′ = β − αh(R′∥m∥mW ∥ASID) mod q,

is a valid proxy signature.

Proof. It is a valid proxy signature of the message m
because

gS
′
= gβ−αh(R′∥m∥mW ∥ASID)

= gβ
((∏t

i=2 yi
)y0K(∏t

i=2 yi
)−y0Kg−α

)h(R′∥m∥mW ∥ASID)

(
KK−1(y0y

−1
0 )

h(mW ∥K))∑t
i=1 yih(R

′∥m∥mW ∥ASID)

= R′(Ky0
h(mW ∥K)

)∑t
i=1 yih(R

′∥m′∥mW ∥ASID)(∏t
i=1 yi

)Ky0h(R
′∥m′∥mW ∥ASID)

mod p.

�
Now, we examine the security of our scheme.

5.1 Public-key Substitute Attacks

Consider the scenario of a public-key substitute attack
made by original signer. Assume that a malicious origi-
nal signer P0 wants to forge a valid general proxy signature
(R′, S′,K′,mW , ASID) for his arbitrary chosen message m′

and claim dishonestly that it is generated by other t proxy
signers D = {P1, P2, . . . , Pt}. Let ASID be the identities of
D.

For this purpose, P0 can choose random integers α, β ∈ Z∗
q

and computes K′ = gα mod p, and R′ = gβ mod p. Now, P0

should determine

y′
0 =

(( t∏
i=1

yi
)y′

0K
′

K′−1+
∑t

i=1 yi
)−

(
h(mW ∥K′)

∑t
i=1 yi

)−1

mod p,

and
S′ = β + αh(R′∥m′∥mW ∥ASID) mod q.

Then he should want CA to replace his public key with the
above y′

0. However, P0 should solve the discrete logarithm
problem

∏t
i=1 yi = gc mod p in order to compute the above y′

0

as follows:

y′
0 = g−

(
cy′

0K
′−α+

∑t
i=1 yi

)(
h(mW ∥K′)

∑t
i=1 yi

)−1

.

Thus P0 cannot forge a valid general proxy signature of any
message m′, which generated by D.

Consider the scenario of a public-key substitute attack
made by proxy signers.
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Without loss of generality, suppose P1 tries to forge
a threshold proxy signature (R′, S′,K′,mW , ASID) by the
public-key substitute attack and claim dishonestly that is gen-
erated by the proxy signers of D = {P1, P2, . . . , Pt}. For this
purpose, P1 chooses random α, β, γ ∈ Z∗

q and computes

R′ = gβ mod p, K′ = gγ mod p,
S′ = β − αh(R′∥m∥mW ∥ASID) mod q,

y1 =
((

K′y0
h(mW ∥K′)

)∑t
i=1 yi(∏t

i=2 yi
)y0K′

gα
)−(K′y0)

−1

.

Then he wants CA to replace his public key with the above
y1; However, P0 should solve the discrete logarithm problems
y0 = gx0 mod p and

∏t
i=2 yi = gd mod p in order to compute

the above y1 as follows:

y1 = g

(
γx0h(mW ∥K′)

∑t
i=1 yi+dy0K

′+α
)
(−K′y0)

−1

.

Therefore, a proxy signer Pi can’t forge a valid threshold proxy
signature by the public-key substitute attack.

5.2 Warrant Attacks

Without loss of generality, suppose P1 tries to sign the arbi-
trary message m by himself without the assistance of other
proxy signers in D. For this purpose, P1 can choose m′

W , t′

and random integers α, β, γ ∈ Z∗
q and compute

R′ = gβ mod p; K′ = gγ mod p.

Then, he should calculate new y1 and S′ as follows:

y1 =
((

K′y0
h1(m

′
W ∥K′))∑t′

i=1 yi( t′∏
i=2

yi
)y0K′

gα
)−(K′y0)

−1

modp,

S′ = β − αh(R′∥m∥m′
W ∥ASID′) mod q.

Then he wants CA to replace his public key with the above y1.
But P1 cannot compute y1, because of the difficulty of solving

discrete logarithm problems y0 = gx0 mod p and
∏t′

i=2 yi =
ga mod p. Therefore, any proxy signer Pi can’t forge a valid
threshold proxy signature by this warrant attack.

Shao et al. [6] presented an warrant attack on Yang et al.’s
scheme [10]. As Shao has analyzed, this security leak is caused
by the fact that the individual signature Si is independent of
the warrant mW . Thus, the adversary can easily substitute
the proxy certificate and frame the innocent proxy signers. In
our improved scheme, the warrant mW is a part of h1(mW ∥K)
in individual signature

Si = ki + (σyi + xiy0K)h(R∥m∥mW ∥ASID) mod q.

Thus, after intercepting a valid proxy signature
(R,S,K,mW , ASID), it is impossible for anyone to re-
place (mW , σ) by (m′

W , σ′), and in the same time the
following equality holds:

h(R∥m∥mW ∥ASID) = h(R∥m∥m′
W ∥ASID).

This is because h(·) is a collision resistant hash function.
Hence, our scheme can resist this warrant attack.

5.3 Security Properties

Based on discrete logarithm problem, it is virtually impos-
sible to obtain the original signer’s private key x0 from the
corresponding public key y0. Also, according to the Schnorr
signature scheme, it is very difficult for anyone to obtain x0

from σ. Therefore, the original signature’s private key can be
kept secretly and be reused during the span of the system.
Hence, Therefore, the property of secrecy is fulfilled in our
scheme.

Similarly, the original signer cannot obtain the proxy
signer’s private key xi and masquerade as a proxy signer to
create a partial proxy signature. This protects the authority
of the proxy signer. Hence, Therefore, the property of proxy
protection is fulfilled in our scheme.

An intruder may try to derive a forged proxy signature
by using the previous attacks. But, we have shown that all
attacks fail on our scheme. Therefore, the proposed scheme
ensures that a valid proxy signature would be generated only
when t or more proxy signers can cooperatively sign the mes-
sage which satisfies the properties of unforgeability.

The property of non-repudiation is that both the origi-
nal signer and the actual proxy signers cannot deny gener-
ating the valid proxy signature. Any valid proxy signature
(R,S,K,mW , ASID) of a message m should be generated by
t or more proxy signers. This is because only Pi has the private
key xi, from the corresponding public key yi. Thus, Pi cannot
deny signing the partial proxy signature. Moreover, the war-
rant mW is created by the original signer. The original signer
cannot deny delegating the power of signing messages to the
proxy signers. Therefore, the valid proxy signature was signed
on behalf of the original signer. Hence, both the original signer
and the actual proxy signers cannot deny generating the valid
proxy signature.

Time constraint denotes the valid time period of the dele-
gation of the signing power. In our scheme, the warrant mW

which records the stipulated period of this proxy is created
only by the original signer and it is impossible for anyone
to change mW . In the verification stage, the verifier checks
whether or not the warrant has expired. Therefore, our scheme
satisfies the property of time constraint.

Finally, from ASID, the verifier can know who the ac-
tual signers are. In our scheme, any receiver is able to iden-
tify the actual signers in the proxy group. Furthermore,
the adversary cannot replace ASID by ASID′ satisfying
h(R∥m∥mW ∥ASID) = h(R∥m∥mW ∥ASID′), since h(·) is a
collision resistant hash function; it is computationally infeasi-
ble to get such an ASID′. Therefore, our scheme satisfies the
property of known signers.

From what have been analyzed above, we are fully certain
that the necessary requirements of (t, n) threshold proxy sig-
nature scheme are fulfilled in our scheme.

6 Performance

In this section, in terms of computational complexity, we com-
pare the new proxy signature scheme with threshold proxy sig-
nature schemes proposed in [1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 10] and summarize
the result in Table 2. For convenience, the following notations
are used to analyze the computational complexity.

Te: The time for one exponentiation computation.

Tm: The time for one modular multiplication computation.
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Table 2: Comparison of computational complexity previous schemes with proposed scheme

Scheme Share generation Signature generation Verification

Sun [7] (5n+ 2t+ 1)Te (4t2 − t)Te + (t2 − t)Ti 4Te + (t+ 3)Tm + 2TH

+(nt+ 2t)Tm + TH +(10t2 − 14t)Tm + 2TH

Hsu[1] (5n+ 2t+ 1)Te (t2 + 4t+ 1)Te + (t2 − 1)Ti 4Te + (t+ 3)Tm + 2TH

+(nt+ 2t)Tm + TH +(4t2 + 2t)Tm + 2TH

Yang [10] 3Te + 2Tm + TH (4t+ 2)Te + (t2 + 4t+ 1)Tm + 2TH 4Te + (t+ 2)Tm + 2TH

Shao [6] 3Te + 2Tm + TH (4t+ 2)Te + (t2 + 5t− 1)Tm + 2TH 4Te + (t+ 3)Tm + 2TH

Hu [2] (4n+ t+ 1)Te (4t+ 2)Te + (3t+ 3)Tm + 2TH 5Te + (t+ 2)Tm + 2TH

+(nt+ n+ 2)Tm + TH

Maimani [3] 3Te + 2Tm + TH (4t+ 2)Te + (t2 + 5t+ 1)Tm + 2TH 5Te + (t+ 2)Tm + 2TH

Proposed 3Te + 2Tm + TH (4t+ 2)Te + (t2 + 3t+ 1)Tm + 2TH 5Te + (t+ 3)Tm + 2TH

TH : The time for hash function computation.

Ti: The time for one inverse computation.

From Table 2, we can see that our scheme can reduce com-
putation costs, and it is the most efficient and the most secure
non-repudiable threshold proxy signature scheme with known
signers.

7 Conclusions

In order to some practical application, Yang et al. proposed
a threshold proxy signature scheme. But their scheme has
some weaknesses. Maimani et al.’s showed that a malicious
original signer can forge a valid proxy signature for any mes-
sage in Yang et al.’s scheme and further proposed an improve-
ment to remedied such an attack. However, Maimani et al.’s
scheme has some similar weaknesses. In this paper, we have
pointed out the security leakage of Maimani et al.’s scheme
and further proposed a novel non-repudiable threshold proxy
signature scheme with known signers, which not only keeps
the previous schemes’s merits but also overcomes the security
weaknesses.
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